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The challenges
The client embarked on a strategic initiative to build the next generation travel processing 
platform to receive, process, and ship global trip data to consumers and partners. This needs a 
modern and scalable architecture leveraging new technologies to meet key NFRs around larger 
volume and faster response.

Our solution
 Mindtree defined the solution architecture based on next generation technology stack   
 involving APIs, Microservices and integration frameworks and identified the right open   
 source technologies to achieve the client’s objectives

 Mindtree owned and governed the overall architecture and program execution of the    
 initiative

The results
The solution delivered the following benefits

 300% reduction in end-to-end transaction processing time

 200% reduction in new client onboarding window

 2X increase in new consumers partnering due to the new API ecosystem and faster    
 onboarding window

 Better B2B integration offerings via APIs to offer core business data to partners
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